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BOOK SYNOPSIS
When hes sent to Latham House, a boarding school for sick teens, Lane thinks his
life may as well be over. But when he meets Sadie and her friends - a group of
eccentric troublemakers - he realises that maybe getting sick is just the beginning.
That illness doesnt have to define you, and that falling in love is its own cure.
Extraordinary Means is a darkly funny story about true friendships, ill-fated love and
the rare miracle of second chances. Everyone is raving about SEVERED HEADS,
BROKEN HEARTS! I couldnt help but think of John Greens novels - I think his fans
will eat this up. Publishers Weekly Heartbreaking and hilarious. I have no doubt that
girls everywhere are going to fall madly, deeply, hopelessly in love with Ezra
Faulkner. Sarah Mlynowski, NYT bestselling author. Maybe its time to expand your
list of literary crushes to include someone other than Augustus Waters. MTV.com Up
there with John Green - and its a delight to read… the ending absolutely blew me
away, being unpredictable, powerful, and altogether fantastic. The Bookbag fun,
touching and absolutely hilarious Sugarscape original and radiant Daisy Chain Book
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